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Let's Groove Tonight: Homecoming 70s theme adorns LHS hallways
Emma Heinold
Saturday Night Fever entered the halls of Louisville High School with a little less dancing and a little more
“public school” as homecoming week sprang into action the second week of September. Students and
teachers hurried about, preparing themselves for a jam-packed week full of out-of-sight shenanigans and
some healthy competition. The homecoming theme this year was set in the 1970s, incorporating an Earth
Wind and Fire song “Let’s Groove Tonight,” which wasn’t actually released until 1981.
Working to ignore the mishap realized too late, the student body boogied their way onto the dance floor
wearing cute psychedelic dresses, groovy sunglasses, and an array of knock-off 70s Halloween costumes.
Senior Chase Savage reported, “Most of the 70s outfits were far from the real clothes they wore…except
for Waylan Hayworth. He had a pretty good outfit.”

Meet the Staff
(part one)

The most significant debate of the week was the decorations in each of the hallways. A solid bummer to
the freshman and sophomore hallways, who incorporated limp streamers and haphazard posters that
struggled to stay up with limited tape use, tied for 4th place in the competition--not even 3rd place. With
the juniors close behind the seniors in 2nd place, their idea of getting their groove on shined through in
their design with records and peace signs on the walls. The seniors might have won the hallway
competition with some pretty far-out designs, but their concept of the 70s was a bit lackluster to some.
Mr. Jeff Haun, certified hallway critic by night and English and history teacher by
day, was less than impressed by the not-good vibes radiating from the halls,
including the seniors’ hallway.
“The color scheme I’m pretty skeptical of. It looks like a baby shower…all the
way,” Haun said.
With homecoming week at its close, the 1970s spunk left the school as fast as it
came. Even though some students proposed great song suggestions and had
great outfit choices, the theme might not have been as groovy as planned, but
the week was still enjoyable as a whole.

Piper Meisinger is a
senior staff member.
She is excited to be
able to capture photos
of the elementary
students and to work on
the elementary/middle
school yearbook.

Senior Emma Heinold is a
first year journalism
member. She is particularly
interested in taking photos
of the cross country runners
because she feels like she is
"part of the team."

Eva Quam, senior editor,
has been on the
journalism staff for 3
years. She is ready to be
overwhelmed with fun
and excitement during
this year.

Sophomore Waylan
Haworth sports his 70s
apparel. The outfit won
him best dressed
during homecoming
week.

Seniors Marissa Haynes,
Ava Culver, Everett Jones,
Ella Aaberg, McKenna
McCaulley, Emma Heinold,
and Lizzie Podrazo dress
for the “gone fishing”
homecoming theme day.
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1. Beatrice Quam and
WyLeigh Bateman.
2. Megan Gissler, Ella
Aaberg, and Piper Meisinger.
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3. The Lady Lion
Volleyball Team.
4. The 6th and 7th
Grade Choir.
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5. Ronin Lara, Lena Staroscik,
and Mason O'Riley.
6. Bianca McCormick and Scarlette Halderman.
7. Jase Ostblom.
8. Eliza Plunknett, Sophia Sanders, and Zoey Powles.
9. The LHS Dance Team.
(Photo Credit: Abby Bruce Photography)
10. Coach Toelle and Nick McCaul.
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ROAR: Fifth and sixth grade students share opinions on new program
Daysha Jones
The fifth and sixth grade students at Louisville have started a new and exciting way to engage in learning
about various programs, careers, and activities.
Technology teacher Mrs. Huber is involved in the new program.
¨I love this new idea. I think this is a fantastic way for students to have fun, but it also gives them an
opportunity to go home without homework,¨ said Mrs. Huber.
Sixth grader Ainsley Wals explained, “ROAR is a fun thing that we do where we get a choice between a fun
activity or a study hall.”
The students’ fun activity for the first week of October was book folding.
Sixth grader Brecken Soester said, “This week isn't my favorite, but it is really fun. We fold notebooks,
stack them, then we color them with spray paint.¨
The kids get a new activity every 2 weeks. One of the first activities was focused on football and volleyball.
High school athletes went down to the elementary and played catch or pass with the kids to work on skills.
Many of the younger students loved interacting with the big kids while also getting to be active. Most of
the students split evenly almost every day, with some going to study hall and others joining the activity.
Students can attend a study hall if needed to catch up on extra class work, but then they have to stay
there for the whole week. If they choose to go to the activity, they can go to the study hall and go back to
the activity.
Currently, these kids are getting two study halls every day except Fridays–one in the morning, and one
right before lunch. The ROAR program takes place at the end of the day from 3:05-3:30.
Students love getting freedom of choice. They are learning and growing every day and hope to keep this
program around so the kids can have fun and still learn.
Colten Hanson
investigating different
slides of bacteria.
Briar McColligan,
Harper Gaebel, and Maci
Zwiener collaborating
during ROAR time.

Mixing Things Up: Pride Time joins list of changes implemented for 2022-2023
school year.
Eva Quam
Pride Time has turned into a melting pot of middle and high school students. This 19-minute block
at the end of the day provides students with an opportunity to get help from teachers and work
with peers. All students in grades 7-12 are now randomly assigned to teachers’ Pride Times, not
based on their grade level, as they have been in the past. The change was made with the hope of
building camaraderie and culture throughout the school.
Coming to school on the first day, students were greeted with a new surprise. Many students had
just assumed they were getting a different teacher, but they quickly learned that they would mix
and mingle with students from every grade during their Pride Time.
Senior Emma Heinold said, “I didn’t know we had mixed Pride Times until the first day of school. I
thought they had made an error on the paper schedule.”
While some students were excited about the chance to meet new people, adding middle school
students to their Pride Times made no difference for others.
Senior Kole Albert said, “I don’t really notice [the middle school students]. We don’t talk.”
This change was feared by some students because they worried their days would be completely
thrown off.
7th grader Matilda Quam said, “It was scary to meet all the high school [students] for the first
time.”
For students that need help with assignments, being in different parts of the building has
presented another challenge. Not being surrounded by classmates and teachers makes it difficult
to ask questions in such short periods.
“I don’t have time to get back to the high school if I need help,” said Emma Heinold.
Although there may be no immediate improvements, the
hope is the high school students will teach the middle
school students responsibility. Hopefully, middle and
high school students will soon be making an effort to talk
with each other and make new friends as they become
more familiar with those in their Pride Time.

Mr. Hagge’s impressive
Pride Time flag draws in
Class of 2022 Alumni
Brandon Willams.
“Hagge’s Hawks” also plan
to show off their pride with
custom shirts.
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Junior Darien
Bauer modeling
sunglasses and a
new bald look
during an away
football game.

Junior Bryce
McLain
grabbing a
missed hair off
of Junior Cody
Hiatt's freshlyshaved noggin.
Juniors Darien Bauer, Westyn Larson, Sam Luellen, Teagan Campbell, Bryce McLain, Nik Sorensen,
and Cody Hiatt; sophomores Walker Porter and Alex Sorensen; and freshman Brady Abbott proudly
show off their shaved heads after all succumbed to the newest fashion trend.

The Bald Bandwagon: Shaved heads become trendy hairdo at LHS
Emma Heinold
There must be a bad case of head lice or a mishap with Nair hair removal going around Louisville High
School because of the many bald-headed boys tramping around the hallways. Leaving the week of
homecoming behind, the student body assumed nothing but boring days would follow. Luckily, a new idea
formed in the student parking lot during a drab Monday morning before school. Emerging from the crowds
of laughter, shocked faces, and the buzz of an electric razor in the background, junior Sam Luellen had an
important piece missing from his normal attire. A little uneven and far too short, his hair, or lack thereof,
was gone.
Sam understands the advantages of being bald. “I look good,” he commented.
Why did he get his head shaved? That question continued to circulate through the halls as the week went
on. Every day, a different high school boy showed up to school with part of his “game” gone. That takes a
lot of confidence.
Some weren’t as apt to shave their heads though. Junior Wade Powles was very against the idea.
“I have a big forehead. I’m not going to shave it,” he said.
People enjoy a good bandwagon when they see an opportunity arise. Regrettably, this particular
bandwagon is not about sports but about how much shaved hair our student body can litter across the
parking lot.
For the high school boys’ sake, they did nothing wrong. Other students and teachers were just thankful
there is no head lice circulating the halls.
Shaved heads are not the most terrible thing ever; it actually is a little funny. A future idea could include a
“shave your head week” in Louisville’s homecoming traditions. Just think, there could be fewer bad hair
days for students if they take the plunge and shave off that hair.

Techie Teachings: A look into robotics class
Sullivan Kendall
With the growing age of technology and its advancements, Louisville High School students are given the
opportunity to dive deeper into its workings. Nate Roth is the teacher of the technological class,
Robotics. The Robotics class is a way for students who are interested in computer sciences to test the
waters and explore their interests while also having fun.
Mr. Roth said, “If students want a career that deals with science technology and career mathematics,
Robotics is a great class to explore how those things all work together.”
Students are currently playing robot soccer, each person having their own personalized robot to use.
Soon they will be having a soccer tournament with their peers to see whose modifications do the best in
robot soccer.
In the second quarter they will start coding their robots to be able to navigate a makeshift city with
obstacles, even if the layout is changed.
Other than using the robots, they also learn how to solve an assortment of problems. Before solving
problems, they first dive into some detective work. Since robotics includes many fields such as
engineering, computer science, artificial intelligence, and so forth, students investigate them to solve
issues.
“In Robotics we do a lot where we investigate how these [different fields] come together to solve a
problem,” said Mr. Roth.
Even though it is only a semester-long class, it teaches many skills and lets students get hands-on with
high tech robots. For any high school students interested in the growing age of technology, Robotics is
the perfect class to sign up for next year.

Seniors Dametre
Moxey and Tyler
Ingman building
soccer robots. Both
are interested in
pursuing the
computer sciences.

